
• Heterogeneous rainfall doesn’t change the
averaged tailed behavior of flow when it is low;
but it indeed promotes heavier tails while it is
above a certain heterogeneity.

Identifying drivers of hydrological hazards of river basins in 
spatial heterogeneities of rainfall and catchment attributes
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• Increasing spatial variability of rainfall determines higher
flood hazard (i.e., heavier streamflow tails) only beyond a
certain increase threshold.

• This threshold is lower in smaller catchments, which are
therefore less tolerant to increasing spatial variability of
rainfall.

• On the other hand, this threshold is much lower in
elongated catchments than circular catchments.

• The changing of rainfall spatial variability from event to
event only slightly enhances the impacts.

DRIVER(S)? 

Indices of tail heaviness
• The slope of the upper tail

− Smaller slope heavier
− Larger slope lighter

• Robust fitting of power-law 
distributions (Clauset et al., 2009)
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• Heavy-tailed flows as a (long-term) hydrological
indicator of hazard in river catchments.

• Does heterogeneous rainfall promote heavy-tailed
streamflow? How?

• What roles play catchment attributes in this
relationship?

Theory of hydrological transport

Synthetic rainfall approach

Analytical scenarios

• The small catchment (i.e., yellow dots) has lowest
tolerance to heterogeneous rainfall; whereas the
circular catchments (i.e., red and black dots) have
highest tolerance to heterogeneous rainfall.

• Non-stationarity of rainfall is likely to promote
heavier tail, but with different degree by scale and
shape of catchments.
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* Normalized by the tail heaviness with homogeneous rainfall.

* Normalized by the tail heaviness with homogeneous rainfall.
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